Carol Thomason NWS
The JOY of Yupo!
San Diego Watercolor Society
WORKSHOP
August 22 and 23, 2020

Workshop Description:
Discover the JOY of working with yupo!
All levels of experience welcome.

SUPPLY LIST

**paper:**
- 2 sheets – Yupo 100% Polypropylene, smooth, 20" x 26"
- 2 sheets – Yupo 100% Polypropylene, smooth, 11” x 14”

**texture materials:**
- choose several, not all are necessary
- waxed paper
- rice paper
- archival tissue paper
- non-skid drawer liner
- cardboard with corrugated interior
- plastic: wrap, sheets, bags—various weights

**acrylics:**
- I like the fluid acrylics. Current favorite secondary (O/G/P) colors are Golden's Transparent Pyrrole Orange, Green Gold, and Permanent Violet Dark. I use Transparent Pyrrole Orange to undercoat and Carbon Black for emphasis.
- Use Titanium White or white gesso for opaque layers.

**pencils:**
- charcoal, WC, Prisma, Conte’ Pastel

**crayons:**
- Caran D’ Ache Neocolor Aquarelle

**medium:**
- gloss medium – Use only to adhere texture materials

**brushes:**
- CraftSmart or Loew Cornell, All Purpose, Brown Nylon, 1”-2” & 3” brushes in a pkg.—under $6 !!! (Michael's and Blick)

**palette:**
- several 6" plastic plates

**tools:**
- scissors, water containers, spray bottles for water and alcohol, squirt bottles for water and alcohol, old toothbrush.

Please give me a call if you have any questions. The classroom will be open at 8:30 am for set-up. We will start promptly at 9. I look forward to creating outstanding art with you! Carol :)